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Bawdy Blows: VET Tv and the Comedy of Combat Masculinity

As I remember his laugh, there was nothing mad about it, it was more like the
laugh of someone who has been the victim of a practical joke, a farce in which he
had believed until suddenly he realized his folly.
—Guy Sajer, The Forgotten Soldier (1965)

For over a century, women have served in the United States Marine Corps. They
have been administrators, pilots, and combat engineers. And they have proven themselves
second to no man in matters of “drilling and killing.” So said the female host of 60 Mikes,
a parody of the popular documentary show 60 Minutes that appeared on YouTube in
September 2017. 60 Mikes is part of the second episode of Kill, Die, Laugh, the flagship
show of Veteran Television (VET Tv). Titled “Bootcamp,” the episode examines female
training at Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island. At its center is an exposé on a
long-haired, big-breasted, burly, and transgender drill sergeant named Brunswick. Ze is
played by Donny O’Malley, medically retired Marine Captain and founder of VET Tv. 1
Across the skit, Ze is seen in video footage variously brutalizing female recruits,
lambasting them in the showers, and engaging in kinetic anal sex, first with a superior
officer and then with an infantryman (Figure 1). The parody makes one thing clear: the
biggest asset any infantrywoman can have is the capacity to be a man.
< insert Figure 1 about here >
Like a 60 Minutes piece, 60 Mikes relies on a dramatic and personal interview
between the feature character and the host. O’Malley as Brunswick sits across from his
interviewer and answers questions in a yellow dress and makeup. Ze talks about gender
1

transitions, open-mindedness, and being gay in an infantry full of “straight” men who are
always groping each other’s dicks. Ze also talks about wanting to kill people despite
being a woman inside. The episode is predictably crude. For instance, when he appears in
the same bit as a different character who is just another male “grunt,” O’Malley refers to
Brunswick as a physically impressive “dude” only to disparage “him” with bigoted terms
for queer identity like “fag” and “tranny.” At other points in the episode, O’Malley as
Brunswick offers hir own takedowns of infantrymen as “cocksuckers.”
These sorts of remarks make the episode ironically hypermasculine. After all, a
mannish transgender woman epitomizes military identity, rendering hir a stooge for
declaring that the infantry is, well, for “real” men. When the Commanding Officer of
Female Recruit Training is interviewed near the end of the skit, she laments the “little
bitches” entering the corps before attributing Staff Sergeant Brunswick’s merit to the “big
fucking dick swinging between her legs.” The skit could be chalked up to good comedy
in bad taste if sex and killing were not so consequential, or if O’Malley himself was not
convinced that women are a bane for “the last bastion of male protectionism” (Benedict).
But the military does not have a man (or a woman) problem. It has a masculinity
problem. The skit exemplifies how VET Tv laughs at the depravity of the armed forces
even as it venerates male soldiers (not to mention militaristic men) who indulge in a
festive play of sexual aggression, amatory violence, and gender warfare.
The playful fusion of revilement and veneration is not without purpose. Nor is
VET Tv without a rationale for its obscene, sexualized humor. In fact, O’Malley designed
the network for other post-9/11 veterans interested in laughing off and nonetheless
reliving their combat experiences through a mix of irreverence and nostalgia. As is
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written on its primary website, VET Tv is “created by and for veterans, without civilian
influence.” It is billed as a network like Netflix and Hulu (with a logo that looks like a
rip-off of MTV’s), available to anyone who pays a small subscription fee. Its production
quality is high and the writing is top-notch. A description for its YouTube page advertises
humorous content that “is sure to offend p$ssies, liberals, and probably our parents.” The
network began putting video clips on YouTube in 2016 to promote its streaming service.
Its first season officially aired in February 2017 after a successful Kickstarter campaign.
With O’Malley’s mission of helping veterans foster camaraderie at home, promote
mental health, and lessen the challenges of reentering civilian life, shows like Kill, Die,
Laugh; A Grunt’s Life; and Department of Offense are pegged as forms of “therapeutic
entertainment” (Veteran Television).
Still, I argue that bawdry is the crutch used by VET Tv to prop up obscene sexual
humor as a coping mechanism for managing the trials and tribulations of militaristic
maleness and masculine modes of cultural production in post-9/11 war culture. VET Tv
turns the trauma of war into soldierly drives for sex and death that are no longer satisfied
when soldiers return home. Bawdy humor is the principal rhetorical element in VET Tv’s
chauvinistic frame for military experience and its situation of femaleness as a primary
object of comic assault and abuse. Women in this setup are the straight men for comic
iterations of manhood.
VET Tv has emerged at an interesting moment. Rhetorical constructions of the
twenty-first-century American soldier often render him a figure of masculine folly. He is
not idiotic, mad, or even reckless. Rather, he embodies the sort of military fooleries and
fleshly lures that accompany a recidivist gendering of post-9/11 culture (Hamad 49;
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Faludi 14). Many scholars have studied the relationship between masculinity and topics
like war, violence, and eroticism. Casey Ryan Kelly has demonstrated how some
televisual versions of hegemonic masculinities cultivate troubling fantasies about the
demise of feminism and femininity and the virulence of unrestrained manhood (“The
man-pocalypse”). He has also shown how such versions can showcase the tense
boundaries between manly aggression and “feminized victimhood” (“Camp Horror”).
Jesse Paul Crane-Seeber has explicated a pervasive tendency to portray military men (and
women) as “sexy warriors.” Expanding on this work, I argue that images of the post-9/11
male combat veteran and other men of war careen between rhetorics about the so-called
“death of macho” and “toxic masculinity.”
Hypermasculinity permeates U.S. war culture. Manliness in and around the field
of battle is a hyperbolized version of how “being a man” is discharged on the home front.
The self-proclaimed “Comedy Central of the military,” VET Tv fills out this discharge by
sowing dire wartime and after-war conditions into seedbeds of misogynistic delight. The
network pictures an embattled and victimized military brotherhood, impelled by a U.S.
public culture that makes it harder for men to be men. To recuperate combat-ready
maleness, VET Tv rejects the idea that male soldiers should submit to some old-timey
notion of national pride or service to country. Instead, they are urged to indulge their own
impulses, anxieties, and fantasies as desiring subjects by reliving their combat
experiences when they get out of the service.
The problem that VET Tv addresses is manifold, but it boils down to a certain
banality of war culture. Views of militarism in the United States are largely shaped by
platitudes about calls of duty, reports of wounded warriors returning home to face a “war
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within,” and hackneyed beliefs that support for troops is both patriotic and
uncomplicated. At the center of these issues is the fact that combat masculinities do
literal as well as figurative harm to the men and women who serve. VET Tv is largely a
response to insinuations of weakness in structures of male feeling, relaying veteran
experiences as they play out against norms of propriety and expectations about how pain
(and pleasure) should be expressed, or not. The network exalts strong, wanton men at
war. But its reliance on sadistic and masochistic weaknesses leads VET Tv to toy with a
“comic politics of subversion” (Demo), which does more to reinforce stereotypes of
military manhood than rebel against the changing cultural times. Put differently, it
preserves cruel attachments to masculinity by returning male soldiers “to the scene of
fantasy” (Berlant 2). The smutty humor in each episode of VET Tv confronts crises in
masculinity and concerns about combat trauma by actively resisting empathic gestures so
vital to community. VET Tv therefore encourages military men to root out pain by
projecting it onto female and/or feminized bodies.
I begin to make my case with a synopsis of VET Tv. I then look at the
militarization of hypersexual combat masculinity in an image of post-9/11 veterans as
part and parcel of a grotesque generation. Next, I conceptualize bawdry, emphasizing
how VET Tv reproduces abject figments of male-driven fantasies with humor that not
only announces brutal sexism but also laughs off the sexualization of military service by
reducing the dark sublimity of warfare to the bathos of boys being boys.
The work of Sigmund Freud on bawdy humor is crucial here since it provides a
framework for considering the rhetorical workings of male desire relative to the gendered
nature of cultural oppressions. In Janice Odom’s terms, Freudian psychoanalysis can
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provide useful ways of understanding public displays of male-female relationships
relative to desire. Freud’s view of humor adduces obscenity as a coping mechanism for
trauma on one hand and a means of resisting the sorts of unspoken prohibitions that keep
solider sufferance at a remove from ordinary public discourse on the other. Bawdry, then,
is something of a counterpart to bathos given that it foregrounds obscenity as an
“ordinary” aspect of VET Tv’s effort to make the lofty horrors of war appear ridiculous.
War traumas are particularly conducive to bathetic constructions (Gilbert and Lucaites).
The bathos in bawdry amplifies the baseness, the earthliness, or better the carnality of a
thing, bringing it down to earth in order to bring its dirty depths to the surface.
The introductory episode, which I examine in detail, exemplifies VET Tv’s
parodies of hypermasculine male service members while mocking bromides like
discipline, mission, and honor to portray infantrymen as virtuous because they are vile.
Three manifestations of bawdry steer my analysis: flippant misogyny, unadulterated
maleness, and the phenomenon of being at home at war. Such bawdy blows are rhetorical
fortifications for militarized, sexualized, and comicalized male decadence. Together,
these fortifications beg the question of war sufferance as a source of pleasure. An answer
I provide in the conclusion begins with how VET Tv extols bawdy manhood in the face
of female menace.

Manliness is Bawdiness

A promotional video called “Why do military veterans need VET Tv” appeared
on YouTube in May 2017. With a self-help commercial aesthetic, including soft piano
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music and a calming voiceover delivered by O’Malley, the video advertises a television
network for those who are grappling with the post-9/11 military experience. In it, one
infantryman gets reamed out by a superior. Another sits in a classroom after reentering
the civilian world. Yet another engages with ordinary citizens at a house party. By turns,
the scolded soldier cries while masturbating in a porta potty, the student draws a crude
picture of himself with a huge penis having sex with his female instructor, and the
partygoer breaks away from others to sit on a couch with fellow vets. All of the former
service members end up watching VET Tv. O’Malley tells us that these “releases” (i.e., a
literal ejaculation, a pornographic sketch, and televisual escapism) are crucial for
veterans who want to feel “normal.” The post-9/11 veteran exemplifies a new normal in
American militarism, which folds war horrors into the human comedy of armed conflict.
“Our sense of humor is dark, dirty, and perverse,” O’Malley says in the video. Vital to
this sensibility is a feeling that lewdness begets comicality, killing is as satisfying as sex,
and making fun of issues like post-traumatic stress, sexual violence, the return home,
suicide, and more is akin to finding virtue in the appeal to die laughing.
While geared toward male combat veterans, VET Tv does appeal to civilians who
might be drawn to an insider’s look at what O’Malley calls in his promo “the gritty and
often hilarious realities” of military culture. VET Tv address many issues faced by
service members, their friends, and their families. The network also addresses “women’s
issues” like sexism and intimate partner violence. Viewers see numerous bootlickers of
the battalion who are obsequious to commanding officers. Many of them exhibit
hyperbolic images of sodomy. Male service members masturbate, a lot. Shirtless men are
commonplace. So are bulging biceps. Pretty much anything goes, from murder to
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molestation. This makes sense. VET Tv is promoted in the same video as a “safe space”
for male veterans “to dip, spit, drink whiskey, joke, smoke, fight, FUCK, and mercilessly
make fun of each other.” Tellingly, the abjectness of hypermasculine japes is common in
specifically male-driven humor built on raunchiness and sex. As the promo sets it up,
unadulterated maleness is a cornerstone of military life insofar as being a man means
being aggressive, forceful, virile, and ready for action (be it coital or combative). This is
why O’Malley declares that women are no more amongst the target audience of VET Tv
than they are meant for the preternatural hunting and killing that takes place in battle
(Raphael). O’Malley said as much in a 2016 interview with ABC 10 News (“10 News”).
Women are merely the stooges for a brand of humor that makes hypermasculinity
coherent because its parodic appearance reiterates stereotypes of male dominance typified
by the tenor of VET Tv’s insiders’ look.
Most notably, this humor is attached to a militarized masculinity that appears as a
Freudian triumph of male narcissism, with VET Tv a coup de grâce of the pleasure
principle. It is a response to increased publicity of “hidden wounds,” which countervails
principles of warrior stoicism (Sherman) and renders the normativity of “real men” a
“phallacy” (Brian and Trent). VET Tv pushes back on portrayals of soldier sufferance by
celebrating what Kelly Wilz might call the “pornification” of war. The network provokes
an olden praxis of levying “the exulting laugh of the savage over his fallen foe” (Leacock
94), and it puts women in their place by fashioning male-female (or, at times, male-male)
fraternization as fornication with the enemy. When women do crop up in VET Tv’s
bawdy sketches, they are girlfriends on webcams, housewives, hookers, strippers, and
sometimes soldiers of rank. They are almost always tethered to the rhetorical violence
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and sexual desire that is attached to male sufferance. In one faux commercial for episode
8, “PTSD,” a white woman with bright blond hair advertises a Night Terror Neck Brace.
It protects female partners from their male counterparts who might brutalize them after
they return from war. The product is supposed to be an alternative for other PTSD
preventatives, like guns, pills, knives, alcohol, and drugs. The neck brace is also meant to
help veterans avoid self-inflicted injuries and project their hostilities onto others. One
scene shows a male veteran trying it out with a female victim who smiles during an
outburst that later doubles as a moment of rough sex. This is but one of many instances in
which “the content is told squarely from a male point of view—even when the topic is
rape” (Raphael; Vice). Such bawdy blows are palpable in the introductory episode, which
I discuss in the analysis that follows. First, though, it is necessary to better understand
militarized masculinity as it influences VET Tv’s comic beguilements.

Militarized Masculinity

The September 11, 2001, terror attack on the Twin Towers in Manhattan was as
much a blow to national manhood as it was an assault on American iconology. Thus, the
felt need amongst some to proclaim “United We Stand” coincided with a recuperation of
American masculinity (Mann 5–7). Speaking at an ROTC dinner in Los Angeles in
March 2013, now-disgraced four-star general David Petraeus channeled Teddy
Roosevelt’s notion of “Men in the Arena” to liken post-9/11 service members to those
“who endured a Depression and won a world war…with valor, purpose, skill, and
courage.” However, old arena men seem to occupy a bygone mode of wartime manliness.
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Perhaps this is because The Greatest Generation II is populated by male soldiers who are
trained in a milieu wherein killing in combat is quasi-orgasmic, carnal conquest is aligned
with warfare, and Just War is collapsed into an ethic of just sex—compulsive, boastful,
rapacious, and devoid of empathy. Veterans in this generation are both the predators and
the prey of combat masculinity. As indicated in an anonymous epigraph against a black
screen at the outset of “VET Tv Introduction” on YouTube, post-9/11 vets “are not the
greatest generation”; they “enjoy sex and killing more than anyone will ever know.” To
understand militarized masculinity a propos of the War on Terror is to understand a
decadent form of manhood that makes festivity of unfettered maleness.
U.S. public culture writ large accepts an odd Eros of warfare. In today’s military,
a “culture of hypermasculinity” (Crawford) reflects an outgrowth of American armed
forces that have long been “masculine and hierarchical, emphasizing power, dominance
and subordination” (Belkin). Following Stacy Takacs (2005), when masculinity is
militarized, and when manliness is culturally revered, violence in material as well as
metaphorical terms actually assuages those who embrace “the Suck”—that is, those who
accept, if not appreciate, the pains of war. Machoism in the military is certainly not a
monolith (Higate,). But an archetypal masculinity supplants other ways of being a man
when it gives way to the mission-minded ethos of warriors who do away with the
strictures of civil society in order to develop the self-control—and utter abandon—that
empowers them to dominate others. Issues around being manly at home and at war,
peddling sexism, and looking fit to kill are pronounced in the post-9/11 context.
To begin with, post-9/11 war culture is a paragon for soldiers as “socializing
agents that develop and reinforce military-defined models of idealized masculine
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statuses” (Philaretou 90). Everything from basic training to battles with PTSD involves
some manner of letting out urges and letting go of what might be taboo in civil society.
Within this framework, hypermasculinity is akin to utter manliness, which can be reduced
to brute chauvinism—or what Julia Kristeva calls “ridiculous manhood” (172). Problems
arise, however, when hypermasculinity is used as armor against the perceived threat of
feminization (Adams) and when it makes chauvinism a tried truism of the male veteran
experience, as it is on VET Tv. Relatedly, the combination of pissing contests and sexual
routs in hypermilitarized male performances engenders a post-feminist habitus that
embodies permissive and violent reversions to stereotypes of veteran maleness. The
battlefield therefore becomes a zone of cultural warfare just as public culture becomes a
sexist field of battle when military men come home.
The sexism in war cultures and culture wars is most problematic when sexist
issues are not portrayed as problems. On VET Tv, womanly men are laughed off as
“fags” and “bitches,” mannish troops are revered for their lustful behaviors, and women
are seen as objects of male desire. The assumption is that women are best when they are
manlier or, when they are woman enough to accept the primacy—and the primal
masculinity—of military men. Semper fidelis becomes semper fortis, and then again
semper sexualis, when seen through a lens of historically male-oriented militarism. This
is clear when sexual conflict is justification for killing. When tarrying with death means
toying with sexual agency. When performing male power means trading in precarious
manliness for a primal manhood. And here’s the hook: for war traumatized post-9/11
service members, bawdy humor trivializes trauma when comic representations traffic in
an uncouth Eros of warfare. Hence, I take VET Tv at its word when its images of military
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masculinity align war and sex, revelry and male debauchery, violations of shavetails and
venerations of shitbags. Hence, too, why I find bawdry such a disturbing crutch for VET
Tv’s beguilement to revelations of real American heroes.

Bawdry as the Better to Beguile

Bawdry is the base rhetorical mechanism that VET Tv uses to overcompensate for
a military masculinity that ridicules even as it glorifies infantrymen as the wretched
avatars of the man’s man. Broadly, bawdy humor locates the comic in the coarse and
vulgar. It has a deep and storied history in scatology, obscenity, and crudeness dating
back at least to the plays of Aristophanes. Bawdry exemplifies the use of obscene humor
to deal with the rhetorical workings of desire. As a rhetorical mode of humor, bawdry
panders to licentiousness and lust as mechanisms for getting laughs, and sometimes
gasps. This is because the humor in bawdry tends to make brutality and lewdness into
tools for making extraordinary circumstances seem mundane. My turn to Freud is
important here. For one, his work on humor allows for a close look at gender dynamics,
especially as they relate to male-versus-male rivalries, societal dictates that women
supplicate to men, and perversities that underpin man-made worlds. For two, as Juliet
Mitchell observed in Psychoanalysis and Feminism: A Radical Reassessment of Freudian
Psychoanalysis (1974), Freud provides a vocabulary for working through the
displacements that crop up in the cultural politics of selfhood. This vocabulary brings the
sublimations in male (and female) subjectivity out of a bank of purely conceptual clouds
and back to real bodies. As such, it bears close resemblances to bathos and the abject.
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Bathos is the rhetorical act that lets the abject be bawdy. It constitutes “a verbalvisual descent that emphasizes the commonplace in the seemingly extraordinary through
the trope of the ridiculous” (Gilbert and Lucaites 379). As seen on VET TV, bathos is
humorous when “the barbarism, brutality, and ugliness of armed conflict” are made into
an all-too-human comedy of errors that is so messed up that it appears to inspire mirth
(Gilbert and Lucaites 381). Bathetic humor diminishes high-flown narratives of Men in
the Arena by amplifying false virtues and downplaying the supposed badness of “manly”
vices. In these ways, bathos is a distorted mirror image of the sublime. So, too, is the
abject. “The abject,” says Kristeva, “is edged with the sublime. It is not the same moment
on the journey, but the same subject and speech bring them into being” (11). Like bathos,
abjection requires a deep engagement with something potentially objectionable and
desirable—indeed, something bawdy. Here is French writer and polymath Georges
Bataille’s core point about the “abject elements” of “sexual life”: whether indulged or
denied, inflated so much that pleasure is an unholy grail or deflated so much that it feels
like pain, they tempt “the always latent possibility” of transforming “repulsion into
attraction” (as quoted in Hegarty 64). Bataille was fascinated by eroticism, particularly
inasmuch as eroticism rests at the uneasy nexus of sex and death. Abjection can come
from the view of a corpse. But so can arousal. The erotic body can be dangerous. But so
can it be vulnerable. In Bataille’s words, “the identity that exists between the utmost in
pleasure and the utmost in pain” is “what fetches up the bawdy jest” (14). Bawdy humor
is both bathetic and abject when it laughs at the ecstasies in anguish, the sacrality of the
profane, the coextension of sex and death, and the abjectness of desire itself. There is
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comic appeal in the highest ideals of society being subjected to the lowliest of
representations. There is also a comic repugnance.
The overlap of bawdry, bathos, and the abject is what enables VET Tv to blend
the horrors of war with the horridness of unfettered sexuality and violence in “good”
humor. It is also what gives bawdy humor the comic license to exploit the abject and
avoid slipping too deeply into despair. Women are over and again reduced to laughable
victims of sexual and other forms of rhetorical and physical violence. For instance, in a
skit aptly titled “Sexual Assault” from June 2017, the military’s solution for such
violence is a tripartite combination of legalized prostitution, “freedom sessions,” and
castration as a punishment for rape. The joke (in both senses of the word) is that the
“animalized instinct” of male recruits can be tamed if let loose. Folklorist Gershon
Legman calls this kind of “male approach” (217) to sexual humor “a modified form of
rape” (12; see also Meier and Medjesky). The male approach relies on familiar images
and ideas of women as sex objects, as victims of their own bodies, and as individuals who
ultimately get what is coming to them when men want to have their way. As stated above,
O’Malley makes it clear that women are not fit for war. Bawdry amplifies this judgment,
stoking sufferance in the guise of sexual urges so that humor can help redeem what might
be seen outside the confines of war as the (im)purities of manhood.
None of this is to say that bawdry is inherently bad. In Aristophanes, for instance,
penis jokes and sex prohibitions help unravel the root causes of sociopolitical unrest. In
the Dionysian festivals of ancient Athens, bawdry facilitated a “festive culture,” complete
with phallic processions of “eating, drinking, scatology, and sexual innuendo” (Hall 51).
During WWII, the military publication, Yank, was highly esteemed and hardily enjoyed
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by troops for its mixture of cartoon humor and sexually explicit content, and its
treatments of soldier struggles to boot. Sex, after all, is pleasurable. Sexual humor can be,
too. Bawdry humor reproduces pain, however, when it separates men and women into
aggressors and victims, or when it conflates the onus of combat with the burdens of
coming home—especially when military men are both the perpetrators of violence and
the “sacrificial victim-heroes” (King 2). This conflation of pleasure and pain is what led
Freud to suggest that bawdry involves a rhetorical praxis of laughing like a “spectator of
an act of sexual aggression” (94). Bawdry invokes real sexualized interactions by
rhetorically denuding the butts of jokes who double as victims of assaults (Freud 93).
Bawdy humor is therefore harmful when it displaces pleasurable releases with cruel
content that constitutes the very dirtiness and distress that is supposed to be washed away
in the process of scouring human filth.
I turn now to the “bawdy blows” that underwrite Veteran Television.

The Bawdy Blows of VET Tv

Bloodthirstiness. Indecency. Cocksureness. Impudence. These are core points of
pride for twenty-first-century American men of war. “We truly are Generation Kill,”
writes Donny O’Malley in a mission statement for VET Tv on his personal website. He
continues: “Our worldview and our sense of humor is dark and irreverent, unprofessional,
and cocky.” Still, military life is no bed of roses, and no one involved in the War on
Terror has been glorious in peace despite feeling victorious in war. O’Malley avows that
service members today follow those of previous generations in using “humor to deal with
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pain, suffering, tragedy, and trauma.” It is simply that post-9/11 veterans demand humor
“that is dark, vulgar, offensive, inappropriate, irreverent, childish, and just plain wrong,”
and that ruins “the civilian image of the honorable, respectable, professional” veteran of
the U.S. armed forces.
Post-9/11 service members come by bawdry honestly. In a promotional video
entitled “The 5 W’s,” O’Malley explains why sick and twisted humor is a natural
outgrowth their habit of laughing while “dominating the battlefield.” They say “fuck” a
lot, O’Malley announces in explaining the Who, What, When, Where, and Why of VET
Tv. They are sexually promiscuous. They act “so gay” that their “dads are constantly on
edge.” To drive home these points, O’Malley stands before a white screen with the black
VET Tv logo in the backdrop while stills of busty women in bikinis, video recordings of
flamboyant men on a beach, and a close-up of a man affecting what O’Malley would
undoubtedly term a “fuck face” (which is juxtaposed to footage of on-the-ground combat)
are interspersed with his speech. O’Malley’s selling point is that laughter is a coping
mechanism for fostering camaraderie that might fend off the sorts of psychic wounds that
lead veterans to commit suicide. The point is that bawdry in VET Tv does more to reveal
and revel in militarized masculinity than it does to satirize or sully it.
To descend with VET Tv into the bawdy humor of post-9/11 militarism in U.S.
war culture is to dwell on abject hypermasculinity. VET Tv addresses male soldiers and
veterans as men embodying the cultural prohibitions against emotional expression and
visible pain that emanate from normative discourses about stoical (read: masculine)
sufferance while harboring multiple contradictions of male privilege and fragility. In
episode after episode, women are at once the objects of male desire and the objectives of
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masculine abjection. Male soldiers on VET Tv are aggressors, torn up by tensions
between discipline and self-restraint that are given sexual outlets in the fog of war. As a
result, the ordinarily sublime American soldier is transmogrified into the utterly
ridiculous carnal grunt. VET Tv unabashedly propagates a despoiled warrior class that
embraces protracted war wounds as the commonplaces of unrestrained maleness. It also
embraces murder and sex, along with humor and horror, as coeval resources for
entertainment. In “The 5 W’s” O’Malley equates his own commentary on war culture to
some recognizable reference points for ordinary citizens, like The Chappelle Show,
Saturday Night Live, and The Office. He jokes that VET Tv is rightfully partnered with
individuals and businesses that deal in “beer, sports, movies, PornHub, titty bars,
hookers, blow (just kidding).” The joke, though, is built on O’Malley’s disturbing
depiction of military embattlements as so many bro downs in the decadent revelation of a
dickfest for DICKs (Dedicated Infantry Combat Killers). This makes “The 5 W’s” a
disclaimer, but not about mature content; rather, it is a brazen statement of intent to throw
discretion to the dogs and delight in the decidedly male content of post-9/11 militarism.
The introductory installment is so significant a site of analysis because it
exemplifies the 5 W’s of VET Tv. The official introduction from October 2016 opens to a
black screen emblazoned with white text that contains the abovementioned epigraph
about the love for sex and slaughter widely shared amongst those in Generation Kill
(which is the designation given to it by Rolling Stone journalist Evan Wright after he
witnessed the invasion of Iraq in 2003 as an embedded reporter with the U.S. Marine
Corps). Then a bomb goes off. The black screen gives way to a first-person view of a
soldier standing on a balcony overlooking a dimly lit nave. In it, a small unit of men
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appears in the pews. One kneels with his back to the pulpit and his arms draped over a
backrest. “Relax,” a soldier says as he steps into the center of the room, helmet in hand.
“They’re just hitting the 101st.” A POV shot then brings viewers down a dark stairway. A
voice off-screen announces a mail call, and two soldiers—Watson and Smith—open
letters in a narrow aisle between stone archways and a stained glass window. “Yes,” one
of the soldiers says. “She wrote me again.” “I don’t have nothing for you,” says the
mailman to the first-person soldier. “Fellas,” says the soldier who had been kneeling in
the pews, “I got another one from Suzie!” “Ah, she’s gorgeous,” another male voice
intones. “Her letters are the best.” “Man, she writes him like every week,” someone else
says. “It’s ridiculous.” “Wish I’d get a letter from my girl one day.” This last voice seems
to be from the POV soldier, who taps the barrel of his rifle on a pew to wake up a fellow
grunt sleeping on his back with a rifle on his chest. The men then gather for a public
reading of sorts. “I hope that my love can give you the strength to survive the hell that
you’re in right now,” reads the recipient of Suzie’s letter, with solemnity. “I can’t
imagine what you’re going through. Just know that I’m waiting for you faithfully until
the day that you come home and make me your wife. I’ll always love you.” One guy pats
another’s shoulder when the reading is concluded. Both are clearly moved by Suzie’s
sentiments.
This opening scene is an honest, even gracious, take on military life. It captures
some hallmarks of the brotherhood. It emphasizes a longing for home that accompanies
the everyday dread of deployment. It exposes a mundane experience without
sentimentalizing it. Moreover, it displays a humanity that is there in the calm of combat.
This all continues when a field medic gestures to the POV soldier with a bottle of wine
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before they both join a small group reminiscing about civilian life and playing cards. “I
miss the sound and the smell of my dad cooking breakfast on Saturday morning,” says
one of them, his face filthy. “He used to play Beethoven when he was making the bacon.
Never knew why.” The one next to him then says, “I miss the smell of my girlfriend’s
hair. No matter what, it always smelled like roses.” “I’d give anything to see my grandma
one more time before she passes,” the medic pronounces, bottle in hand, blood on his tan
shirt. He looks at the camera. “She wasn’t well when I left.” He takes a swig from the
bottle before the first-person view turns right to a couple men playing chess on some
steps, and then to another pair engaged in a mock wrestling match. One puts the other in
a hold on the floor to demonstrate how he got the enemy. The other then attempts to oneup him with an anecdote about how he made death with a shovel. They laugh. Soon
another soldier steps in. “Hey!” he yells. “Walk it off. Killing’s not a joke.” The two
wrestlers lay there, looking contrite—until another bomb blast shakes the church. The
POV soldier quickly cocks his weapon, turns away, and runs, his breath rapid and loud as
he makes his way out a door. The screen fades to white.
At this point the rhetorical collocation becomes clear: this is a glimpse neither of
modern warfare nor of the “good” soldiers of Generation Kill. If the sound of incendiary
devices or an olden medic’s helmet bearing a large red cross were not enough to signify a
unit that could have ranged from World War II to the Korean War, then the dream-like
transition to a contemporary desert military barracks sets the record straight. A series of
news broadcasts plays over the white screen. “Korea invaded,” one broadcaster exclaims.
“American soldiers hiking their way through the muddy jungles in South Vietnam.”
Headlines recalling fraught military excursions are swiftly overrun by more acclamatory
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banners about the U.S. military overtaking Baghdad, toppling the Taliban regime, and
besting Sadam Hussein. These rave reports beg the question as to what are, in O’Malley’s
mind, apparent military successes. The protracted War on Terror is widely considered to
be a failed enterprise, with no clear outcomes or exit strategies vis-à-vis military
interventions, and very little beyond a strategic objective of eliminating “terror.”
The answer, for VET Tv, has little to do with greater capacities amongst those in
the armed forces, and it has nothing to do with greater men. In fact, it has everything to
do with post-9/11 military men who are portrayed in later episodes as adept at targeted
killings, counter-insurgencies, special operations raids, and fanatical chauvinism that is
not unlike that of terrorists whose desire to kill outweighs any larger wish for real victory.
VET Tv apes a corrupted warrior ethos. O’Malley’s men lavish praise on killers and lust
after women as if playing a sexualized version of click click bang bang. The POV
perspective further exaggerates the game-like qualities of war games amongst the
garrisons, with the body camera positioning viewers as both witnesses and collaborators
in the sexual deviltry. For VET Tv, being a post-9/11 service member is like soldiering
for sport and living the military life as if it was a Bacchian festival.
When the screen fades back in from white, viewers see a beige military tent.
“Mail call!” a voice bellows, signifying a trope that functions as a homonymic call to
maleness for the second half of the introduction. A smattering of men in uniform,
fatigues, or little more than Army green boxer shorts fill out the first-person field of view.
On a metal support pole is a cardboard sign that reads “WAGNER ♥’s COCK.” The
camera turns to a mailman dressed in desert camouflage shouting out messages. One
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soldier’s dog died. Another’s wife cheated on him. “Nothing,” the mailman soon says in
a direct address. “Are you adopted?”
Viewers are then walked over to a quasi-dramatic reading, where a soldier is
standing clad only in underwear, showing off a tattooed torso and the comradeship of two
doting troops. “John!” he begins, performing the carnal contents of a letter as if it was the
text of a Periclean speech. “Did you really think you could fuck on my bedspread without
me finding out? You’re a fucking retard.” His eyes widen. “You’re just as stupid as your
white trash mother.” He pauses to address the troop who is holding an intravenous bag
with a tube in the speaker’s left forearm. “Bro, you gotta get that shit up, man. I’m falling
out here.” He continues his speech as a man aware that war might be the worst and most
primitive aspect of the human condition but nevertheless replete with the bathos of sex
drives and survival instincts. “And you’ll never be any better, you fucking hick.” The
third soldier shakes and taps a dip tin in his right hand. “Holy shit,” says his speechifying
buddy. “What did you do to this chick?” “I don’t fucking know, bro,” he replies. “It’s my
cousin.” “Jesus Christ,” says the parodic Pericles, laughing at (and laughing off) the
notion that male service members indulge their manhood without any real care for the
taboo. All three laugh while the POV soldier turns away.
Abjection is palpable here. There is real sufferance behind the rather banal image
of infusion therapy, yet the scene is built on an incest joke. Incest jokes are comic
manifestations of the repressive force that sustains a (Freudian) conflict between civilized
people and their cultures. One can posit an incest joke to disrupt the sacred, and even to
destabilize gender relations, thus making humor as such a potentially dreaded object. In
one sense, despite the simplistic quip on hick culture and the stereotype of inbreeding,
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this is precisely what happens. The men are a primal horde, made laughable by virtue of
their nonchalance about taboos on sexual freedoms. What is more, given much of the
homoerotic content of VET Tv, incestuous relationships are predictable. Men of war are
brothers in killing and, as it were, in sex. They take pleasure in the joyful perversion of
exhibitionism and wanton male sexuality. The female letter writer, though, is likely not
the soldier’s cousin. But the obscene joke is directed at her, and she is the object of
ridicule. Consider that the speechifier mocks the writer by elevating the pitch of his voice
and playing with intonations to make her seem paroxysmal in her rage. Consider, too,
that the letter is driven by a sadistic evocation of pleasure derived from the illusory sex
acts of a man with not one but two unseen female accessories. Then there is the added
layer of a man engaging in an incestuous sexual liaison before cheating on his own
family member with, presumably, another woman. The hypermasculinty is most
overdetermined when the men laugh, and their apparent insouciance about sex and killing
is only eroded when their parodic frolics are exposed as comic power plays on the lack of
control they have over both their libidos and their very lives. The incest joke therefore
provides fraternal proof for the primal masculine sex drive, degrading women so that men
can preserve themselves.
Fittingly, the next scene effuses sexual vigor in the absurd virtue of soldierly
hedonism. Once upon a time, male virility exuded self-control. In the ancient world, for
instance, it would be foolish to make folly of the fatal flaws behind a man’s “sexual,
physical, or temperamental weakness” (Rothman). Still, there is historical power in the
rhetorical construction of self through the domination of others, perhaps no more
primordially than “a shared desire for … sexual dominance” (Conley 49). In the case of
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VET Tv, men dominate women by situating them as sexual objects, but also by
positioning them as comic foils for object lessons in how masculinity is organized and
normalized. Following the incest joke scene is a view of another tattooed and shirtless
man in sunglasses gesturing—with a pornographic magazine in his hand—for the POV
soldier to sit with some more idle troops. In the backdrop are yet more male soldiers with
no shirts and no pants, sitting on makeshift benches, fiddling with automatic weapons.
The shirtless man pushes his sunglasses up onto the top of his head and sits down. “You
know what I miss?” he says. “I miss the smell of that strip club outside of Fort Bragg at
ten hundred on a Tuesday.” As he eyes his magazine, he grins with an air of nostalgia
that sublimates sexual amusement in the humor of his own abjection. A buff man beside
him affirms this sublimation and goes a step further. “I miss the taste of a stripper’s pussy
when she just got done working a double.” He closes his eyes and performs a chef’s kiss
on his fingers. A third soldier recalls a gross instance of “beating off.” The camera then
shifts back to the first soldier, who says that he would give anything for a woman from
his magazine to sit on his face. In each instance, male soldiers talk like brothers in sex,
using stories of their own sexual hedonism to relive moments of conquest and
gratification.
Rhetorical theory has a term for this sort of storytelling: it is prosopopoeia. Like
apostrophe, it is a form of address wherein absent persons are made present in somebody
else’s speech or action. Such persons appear as rhetorically animated bodies, sometimes
impersonated, sometimes engaged in some affair, and sometimes merely mocked.
Bluntly, these persons are rhetorical placeholders for actual individuals. Prosopopoeia in
VET Tv is used to assert the male self (Riffaterre 10). By way of including women as
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voiceless and bodiless figures, except through the feigned sexual antics of men,
prosopopoeia is the basis of a comic alterity for militarized masculinity. VET Tv takes
subtexts of virility or gallantry and subsumes them into a comicality that celebrates the
naked “truth” of maleness. In so doing, the network makes women both the butts of jokes
and the targets of male cravings. This is laid bare when a soldier next to the one
imagining a pornstar on his face pronounces, “Why wait for Lisa Ann? You can have me
right now!” He then leaps up, wraps his hands around his fellow soldier’s neck, and
brings him to the ground while thrusting his crotch toward the man’s head (Figure 2).
Bawdy humor exaggerates norms of sexual abuse to redraw borders between military
culture and civilian life, making hyperbolic projections of wartime male virility into
distorted mirror images of everyday, ordinary maleness. The men in the background,
once fondling their guns, now cheer the other two who enact a moment that blurs sexual
assault with willing intercourse. The female object of desire transmogrifies into the
military man perpetrating sexualized violence.
<insert Figure 2 about here>
Across this series of events, the thematic of militarized masculinity traverses from
the originary incest joke to a generalized incestum of degeneracy, profligacy, and
chauvinistic abandon. One might wonder: where is the humor? Surely, humor can arise
from jokes that do not necessarily seem funny but still cultivate a comic sensibility from
a laugh-to-keep-from-crying façade (Dundes vii). Perhaps military men are predisposed
to sick humor cycles wherein each participant tries to outdo his interlocutor. Then again,
the bawdry in VET Tv might bespeak a solipsism that affirms, “this is who we are, this is
what we think and feel, critics be damned.” The male soldier here is flippant with his
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misogyny and casual with his invocation of women as the target of jokey, yet vehement,
sex acts. VET Tv does not simply meld Thanatos and Eros, though. There is little
affirmation of life in unbridled efforts to quench thirsts, sate hungers, or avoid pains
without regard for others. This is why the humor appears so regressive and reactionary.
Consider a subsequent scene that brings misogyny in line with libidinousness.
Viewers are brought before two more soldiers, one shirtless and strapping. They embrace
with a handshake and a hug. Then they begin wrestling. The shirtless soldier puts his
buddy in a headlock and grunts, “You wanna slay bodies?” The other soldier taps out just
as a flyboy in a jumpsuit approaches from behind and calls them “fucking tools.” “Hey
brother,” the shirtless soldier says to the flyboy as he grasps his arm and gazes into his
sunglasses. “We could roll right now. I’ll show you how a real warrior wins wars.”
“Thanks,” the flyboy replies, picking up the sexual innuendo. “I’m good.” The shirtless
man maintains his gaze, yearning for the flyboy as he walks away.
The “tool” is an apt metaphor here. Literally and figuratively, “tools” are
penises—and guns! To “slay” is to kill to amuse. Here, VET Tv is about men embodying
“a narcissistic crisis” of the masculine in American militarism (Kristeva 209), amusing
themselves with jokes about sexual situations and ritual killings not to counter harsh
realities of war but rather to capitalize on a masculine code of conduct that reduces the
male self to the lowest of bodily impulses. These soldiers rebuff men of honor to be men
of gratuitous sex and de rigueur violence, and—we are told—they are legion amongst
post-9/11 veterans.
In the final minute of the opening gambit for VET Tv, gratuitousness is given
even greater emphasis. It starts with a POV shot that looks briefly on a group of grunts
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huddled around a fellow serviceman kneeling down and sketching a picture.
Exclamations of “Damn, that looks good!” and “Look at that thing!” are heard as the
easel comes into view. “Ahhh,” utters the cameraman. “Magnificent!” Taking up the bulk
of the canvas is an erect penis with white skin, dark veins, and a bulging pink tip. “Voi
fucking la,” the soldier artist says to the applause of his onlookers. The scene is Susan
Bordo’s description of “phallus worship” in action (85), complete with express awe over
an erect penis and insinuated reverence for male potency and superiority. Size here is not
just defined by a visible and imposing physicality, but also by a sense of magnitude
around the object of self-indulgence. The artistry of the penis is not for its own sake; it is
for the implied value of maleness as an enormity unto itself. What is more, the
gratuitousness of the image sums up how VET Tv deals with matters of sex and death by
re-presenting them as dirty jokes, flaunted sexual conquests, and faux bravado, all for
male enjoyment.
This principle of male enjoyment is a comic mask for sexual aggression (Berger
3; Legman 9). The sexually aggressive, bawdy humor on VET Tv unmasks the
belligerence of post-9/11 war culture. Taboos of sexual abuse and solipsistic male
soldiering are laid bare. At times, they are accepted as either fait accompli or the
necessary evils of military life. Rather than make hypermasculinity more understandable,
the bawdry in VET Tv makes it into a comic foil that can be shown off like combat
fatigues—casual in appearance yet laced with the blemishes and baggage of armed
conflict.
Consider the very next moment when this principle is on even fuller display. The
POV shot turns to two soldiers facing off at a small table, each in front of an open laptop.
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“On your mark,” says a refereeing comrade sitting between them. “Get set. Go!” The two
soldiers jump out of their chairs and, hunched over, commence a masturbation mêlée.
“Who’s it gonna be?” the referee jibes as the men jerk themselves below the frame. “It
pays to be a winner!” Just then, one soldier “finishes” and falls to the ground, sighing in
satisfaction and consummating the unceremonious scene of sexual excess.
The combat outpost in which the entire second half of this episode is set feels like
a cross between the Bacchanalia and an ancient Roman bathhouse, full of grunts on a
battlefield holiday of sex, sadism, and smut, in a paradigm of feet, ass, and nuts. VET TV
might therefore sell a form of “cruel optimism” (Berlant 2011), or the false promise of
fantasy that gets exposed when great expectations are shown for the dread and anxiety
they obscure. VET Tv carries out this cruelty by diminishing the “good” soldier with a
bathetic sensorium of the bad boy. So it is that the misogyny on VET Tv is flippant, the
maleness is unfettered, and men are men when they are at home at war.
The climax of the introductory video is thus fittingly shameless. It begins with a
POV shot of a fuzzy picture on a television screen. “Turn on VET Tv, bitch,” a heavyset
staff sergeant barks at a soldier. “I’m doing the best I can,” replies the man fiddling with
wires behind the set. The man is Wagner—the sexual rube signaled at the outset of the
video. To further round the circle, Captain O’Malley appears lounging in a chair,
shirtless, with a wad of dip in his mouth, a metal coffee cop in his left hand, and his right
hand down his pants. He is fondling himself. “I catch you looking at it,” he says in a
direct address, “it’s going in your mouth.” To the side of O’Malley, some familiar faces
chortle before seeing the television picture being restored. The cameraman, too, looks
back at the screen, removes a rifle from his shoulder and places it barrel up on the ground
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next to him. He looks down at his gun and then back up to see video of a uniformed
soldier standing in front of a white flag with a black VET Tv logo on it. The soldier
walks out of the frame as the flag blows in the wind. “That’s it bitches,” the cameraman
says. “Looks like we’re here to stay.” A close up of the flag precedes a white screen that
is finally shot through with another image of the black VET Tv logo to the sound of a
machine gun firing the words “Veteran Television” into it.
If a hypermasculine culture prevails despite an evolving military, then VET Tv is
a comic slap in the face of those who might reject the sentiment that military men will be
military men much as boys will be boys, whether at home or at war. It is also a backslap
for post-9/11 male service members who embrace the anything-goes approach to dealing
with “the Suck” of soldiering up and going to war. The humor is not meant to get a rise
out of military men whose identities are tied to precarious rhetorics of male dominance
and aggression. Rather, it is celebrated as a pivot point between life in the armed forces
and existence in the civilian world. The image of O’Malley masturbating on the couch is
a projection of the veteran audience member who is urged to relive and take sensual
pleasure in the sexualized wartime antics of which he was once a part.
VET Tv normalizes misogynistic norms of male behavior despite the attendant
fallout of sexual misconduct, domestic violence, and warlike eroticism. Simply,
O’Malley sees the misogyny in men of war as a military good. U.S. public culture has
long offered “tacit approval of the objectification of women’s bodies and heterosexual
male entitlement to images of them” (Stur). For VET Tv, neither objectification nor
entitlement is something to be leery about; it is something to laugh at. I conclude with
remarks on the staying power of an intransigent, hypermasculine military class, in which
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post-9/11 male veterans leave their mark on the civilian world by rendering trauma abject
and abjection traumatic.

Men Bawdy in Their Cause

The comic abjection in VET Tv betrays the body blows that O’Malley and his
crew deliver to notions that “traditional” masculinity is somehow “toxic.” Here’s the
thing about body blows, though: they imply a setback, a disappointment, and even a
catalyst to new problems. Physically, and rhetorically, body blows are hard hits. When
couched in crude humor without the need for redemption, they corrupt the comic license.
The bawdy blows in VET Tv show war trauma for its bawdiness and bawdry for its
capacity to traumatize. They are remorselessly aggressive toward women. They excuse
sexual predation in contexts wherein male insecurities empower men to do the wrong
thing while asserting that they can be excused. Some of the bawdy blows are humorous,
to be sure, but only insofar as they are rhetorical fodder for setting maleness back in the
march toward healthier images of masculinity. Plainly, if O’Malley’s hard-hitting humor
redeems military men, it does so by conveying a notion that male dominance and desire
are everything, good soldiers be damned.
There is no shame in admitting the damage done by war, just as there is no shame
in the recuperative function of such obscene or scatological acts as, say, sexual climax or
even defecation. But there is shamelessness in bawdy humor that recuperates
hypermasculinity to help men feel better about militarism in the same way they feel good
about sexual pleasure. The primary problem with VET Tv is that it is more self-serving
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than self-reflexive, making it less a parody than a comic panegyric without the satire.
When sexual gratification is likened to joyful violence, one cannot look past the
predominant forces of maleness behind the figurative and physical mutilations of female
bodies. The bawdy blows of VET Tv by and large stem from a reversal of what Joanne R.
Gilbert identifies as the “bawd posture” whereby a comic tripartite of kill, die, laugh
denies an affirmative womanhood and hails the male ego as a monster of sexual excess
and murderous decadence. The “bawd” of female comedy grew out of the twentieth
century as a pretext for troubling the apparatuses of masculinity and male control over
sexual pleasure. VET Tv uses bawdry to strip women of their agency, especially when no
claim appears more rhetorically powerful than that for the freedom of men to sexually
abuse the bodies of others. This is notably true for female veterans who suffer through the
double test of shedding femininity during service (whether to make it in a man’s world or
protect themselves from predatory conduct) and grappling with a diminished
“femaleness” once they come home. The bawdry of VET Tv derives its humor from
continued attempts to enclose hypermasculinity just when it could be opened up as a site
for constructive conflict.
At least one risk of bawdry is that it evacuates the chance for constructive conflict
in the lust for comic loutishness. In VET Tv, bawdry lets slip the affinities between
comicality and the behavior of men who are moved by sex and violence. It makes clear
that vulgarity is not a mode of humor that transgresses some norm of respectability, but
rather that it is a comic modality for amplifying the sort of crudeness that underwrites
codes of normative male conduct. In this regard, sexual filth is simply the façade for a
type of Freudian joke-work that doubles as male-work, with military men working less to
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relieve the tension of returning home than re-enlivening the pleasurable activities that are
excused by the painful circumstances of war (and then again extenuated in the context of
ordinary civil society). Bawdry is so potent in this setup because it ensures that there is
no need for its pleasure-seekers to find some sense of superiority over others (i.e., in the
soldier ideal) in order to laugh; men simply need to embrace their lowliness and behave
badly, or bawdily.
The consequences of this brazen self-indulgence are manifold, particularly with
respect to militarized iterations of the masculine and the traumas of abjection (or, the
abjection of trauma). First, VET Tv promotes sexual predation as the most appropriate
combat ethic and a cultural commonplace of crude struggles for male privilege and
defiant misogyny. To be geared up for war is to be practiced in a predatory attitude,
whether it is directed toward the enemy or projected onto the object of male sexual
desire. To deal with stress and strain is to act out extreme states of pleasure. This means
that combat traumas are catalysts to reintegrate hypermasculine wit and whimsy into a
public culture wrought by representations of warfare abroad and reifications of gender
wars at home such that shamelessness is the new maleness. Bawdry bears this situation
out.
A second consequence is that male sufferance is a source of pleasure. The humor
of VET Tv is utterly unapologetic, and its vulgarity is a storehouse for the comic
abjection it levies on combat travails. Suicide is a joke. PTSD is for pussies and pansies.
Sexual assault is the stuff of excusable male insecurities. The result of this comic
abjection is a mode of humor that is serious, severe, and sincere without compassion or
remorse. Bawdry, in other words, is a distorted mirror for viewing good and bad
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wartimes put forth by military men who refuse responsibility for anything other than the
humor itself. None of this is to suggest that O’Malley and his compatriots do not care
about fellow service members. Rather, it is to acknowledge that bawdry in VET Tv
peddles a martial carnival of hypermasculinity wherein penises are fetishized like guns,
brutality is as much an element of combat as it is a touchstone for newfangled battles of
the sexes, and real traumas are reduced to the absurdities of barefaced pleasure.
A third consequence is that a flippant and facetious masculinity that might be seen
as endemic (even confined) to the military actually reflects an exaggerated form of male
anger, aggression, and anxiety that is rampant in U.S. public culture writ large. Simply,
VET Tv approaches militarized masculinity as a consequence of more diffuse cultural
production. “Good” soldiers are enlisted to do bad things. So, too, are “good” men guilty
of bad behavior. A boys-will-be-boys line of reasoning such as this constitutes a
pathological defense of masculinity when it contributes to the cultivation of apologetics
for anybody, but especially those who are engineered for battle. And this logic makes up
the centerpiece of a damaging sense of humor when a sexuality that is supposed to
foment the force of arms makes male pleasure the pinnacle of trauma. In VET Tv, sexual
humor is used to make male pleasure the rationale for doing rhetorical as well as material
violence to both male and female bodies.
The most disturbing aspect of VET Tv might be its commitment to celebrating
male pleasure for its own sake. Humor has become a go-to for numerous wounded
warriors as well as members of the civilian body politic who are interested in their plight.
Consider former sergeant in the Army’s Special Operations Community, Thom Tran, and
his stand-up troupe, The GIs of Comedy. There is also The Veterans of Comedy, an
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entertainment and advocacy group, along with other veteran comedians like Bobby
Henline, PJ Walsh, Tim Wilkins, and more. Then there are comic portrayals of returning
soldiers in literature like the novel Last Flag Flying written by once Navy man Darryl
Ponicsan, and the feature film it inspired. The men in these contexts are knotty and
complicated. By contrast, the male soldiers in VET Tv are almost simpletons. They are
grunts. They are libertines, acting on sexual impulses, killing for fun, and disavowing any
responsibility for being “good” soldiers. More troublingly, they represent a perfect
congruence between the bawdy men O’Malley says they are in real life and the
caricatures of military men he captures on the screen. The POV prologue is caught up in
the war moment, never providing enough pause or, frankly, enough of a comic vantage to
correct the hypermasculine attitudes that contribute to the challenges of reentering a civil
arena, let alone performing proper masculinity by “being a man.”
And yet, VET Tv is an antidote to the gravity of battle insofar as it draws together
sex and death as coextensive palliatives for the utter banality—and even boredom—of
warfare. Its comicality is therefore akin to its cliché reiteration of a repetition compulsion
in the idea that men of war should not have to control themselves either in copulation or
in (the return from) combat. The good soldier is a lost object on VET Tv, broken apart,
discarded, and pictured as so fantastical that he is out of reach. Let me suggest, then, that
the bawdy humor of VET Tv is actually a regrettable burlesque, travestying soldier
behaviors without challenging their mindsets (Burke 54). Its humor does not take
prisoners; it kills them. It does not vie with individuals over good or bad ways of being in
the world; it caters to assailants and creates victims. This is a brand of humor that
assumes an entitlement, or “right,” to masculinity without any accounting for the
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“unpleasant reverse,” which—in an all-too-soldierly idiolect—entails “duties” and
“obligations” to others (Burke 55). To redress the imbalance of such humor is to accept
its incompleteness and make allowances for it. Audiences, especially civilian audiences,
should sympathize with the need to laugh through the horrors of American warism. But
there remains a shared civic duty, indeed a human obligation, to trouble those discourses
that might arm service members and lay persons alike with the rhetorical means of
writing off the traumas of combat along with the ordeals of coming home.
Of course, as feminist writer and activist Starhawk reminds us, what Kenneth
Burke gets wrong about the rhetorical natures of hierarchy, patriarchy, and the will to
domination is that they are not driven by some pursuit of perfection, however rotten it
may be; rather, they are goaded by a resignation to imperfection, even perversion, which
ensures that humans are indeed all too human (Foss and Griffin 336). VET Tv pushes this
principle to the end of its line by reveling in arenas of male power and patriarchal
oppressions. In the end, though, the network’s unfunny caricature of combat masculinity
laughs at, off, and through the sufferance of military men. Grunt after grunt carouses as a
Comic Disorderer even as he grapples with the ways that the humor and horror of “killing
it” reinstates a world order for which he must put his own life on the line. Self-loathing
then masquerades as self-abandon. Any laughter that accompanies it is the laughter of
Menoetius, 2 that ancient mythic male figure who misused his power to the effect of
perpetuating his own pain. The joke is thus on those who think a military man merely is
as a military man does. The problem is how to deal with masculinity in and of the fallout
from war. The solution, though, is not to laugh so much that we become inured to it.
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Notes
1

“Ze,” /zee/ (as well as “hir,” /here/), is a gender-neutral, nonbinary pronoun that I use

when referring to Brunswick.
2

Menoetius was a son of Clymene (goddess of both fame and disgrace). He was a

prideful, brash Titan, full of anger and prone to violence. What Hesiod called a “mad
presumption” led to his slaying at the hands of Zeus.
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